Abstract. The recent observation of Quasi-Periodic Oscillations (QPOs) in the X-ray light curve of Soft Gamma-ray Repeaters (SGRs), which fall within LIGO's sensitivity band, prompted us to search for Gravitational Waves (GWs) associated with them. We describe the corresponding search algorithm that is based on the energy measurement in a single detector signal stream. We analytically derive the search sensitivity and compare it to the numerical sensitivity provided by the analysis pipeline with simulated detector noise. We found excellent agreement between the two approaches reassuring us that the analysis method is well-understood and implemented properly. The detector noise is approximated as white Gaussian with a strain equivalent spectral noise density of 10 −22 strain Hz −1/2 , similar to the noise floor of the H1 LIGO detector at the time of the SGR 1806 − 20 hyperflare event of 27 December 2004. As a trial model we use a hypothetical 100 Hz QPO lasting for 50 s. The corresponding energy sensitivity is found to be E sens = 3.63 × 10 −43 strain 2 Hz −1 which, in terms of amplitude is h sens rss−det = 6.06 × 10 −22 strain Hz −1/2 . We show that, besides being simple and flexible, the algorithm is sensitive to a wide range of waveforms obeying the time and bandwidth requirements.
Introduction
Soft Gamma-ray Repeaters (SGRs), one class of target sources this algorithm addresses, are objects that emit short-duration X and gamma-ray bursts at irregular intervals (see [1] for a review). At times these sources emit giant flares lasting hundreds of seconds (see for example [2] [3] [4] ) with peak electromagnetic luminosities reaching 10 47 erg/s [5] . On 27 December 2004, SGR 1806 − 20 emitted a record flare significantly more luminous than any previous transient event observed in our Galaxy. In the context of the magnetar model [6] the object is a neutron star with a high magnetic field (B ∼ 10 15 G). In this model the giant flares are generated by the catastrophic rearrangement of the neutron star's crust and magnetic field: a starquake [7; 8] .
The Quasi-Periodic Oscillations (QPOs) in the pulsating tail of the 27 December 2004 event were observed by the Rossi X-Ray Timing Explorer (RXTE) and Ramaty High Energy Solar Spectroscopic Imager (RHESSI) satellites [9] [10] [11] . It has been suggested that the star's seismic modes, excited by this catastrophic event, might drive the observed QPOs [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] (more discussion on this topic can be found in Ref. [14; 15] ), which lead us to develop a search algorithm for the detection of plausible narrow-band transients in GW interferometers associated with them.
In the absence of detailed theoretical models of GW emission from magnetar QPOs, we keep the GW search as broad and sensitive as possible, while following the QPO signatures observed in the electromagnetic spectrum both in frequency and time interval. On December 27, 2004, only the LIGO Hanford (WA) 4 km detector (H1) (see Ref. [16] for a description of the detector) was collecting low noise data thus restricting us to an excess power type search, variants of which are described in Ref. [17] [18] [19] . The described algorithm, used in the astrophysical results described in Ref. [20] , can easily be adapted to use data streams from multiple interferometers.
Description of the search and sensitivity estimates
The algorithm analyzes a single data stream at multiple frequency bands by calculating the energy excess in the time domain. This is done by measuring the energy of the GW detector output for a given bandwidth, ∆f , and time slice, ∆t, corresponding to the observed QPO measurements in the electromagnetic spectrum [9] [10] [11] . We measure the energy for a given time interval at the observed QPO frequencies for a given bandwidth and compare it to the energy measured in adjacent frequency bands not related to the QPO. The energy excess is then calculated for each time-frequency volume of interest.
To estimate the search sensitivity, we first analytically derive the expected sensitivity by assuming white stationary Gaussian statistics for the noise floor of the detector (the search sensitivity using real LIGO data has been explored in Ref. [20] ). To validate the analysis, the analytical expectations are compared to numerical results provided by the search pipeline by adding (or injecting) arbitrary simulated gravitational waveforms to simulated detector noise.
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which is also a random variable distributed according to a non-central χ 2 ν distribution of ν degrees of freedom and non-central parameter λ [21] where
The mean µ X 2 and variance σ 2 X 2 of the resulting distribution is
ν distribution can be approximated by a Gaussian distribution. If we assume that the GW output y i is band-limited white noise, sampled at frequency F s , of amplitude spectral densityñ = σ 2/F s , and extracted from a normal distribution of mean µ and variance σ 2 , then the signal energy is also a random variable distributed according to a non-central χ 2 distribution. This is seen by the functional form of the signal energy E, measured in the time interval ∆t and defined as
which is identical to the functional form of Eq. (1) where N is the number of points sampled in the time segment ∆t = N/F s . Setting µ = 0 (the GW output y i has a null DC component) and using Eq.(3) and Eq.(2), the mean and variance of the energy distribution are
where the bandwidth ∆f is set to the Nyquist frequency F s /2 and σ 2 = ∆fñ 2 . Eq.(5) statistically describes the expected background and determines the search sensitivity. In particular, this sensitivity will depend on the background variance which, in turn, depends on the fourth power of the detector's noise floorñ 4 and on the timefrequency volume ∆t × ∆f used in the search.
This sensitivity can be quantified by injecting a waveform into the data stream of the detector. Referring to µ
2 as the background (absence of a signal) mean and variance, the resulting energy distribution is shifted by the injected energy
as shown in Fig.(1) . In this work we define this sensitivity to be the injected energy such that 90% of the resulting signal is above the background median (Eq. (7)) We define the search sensitivity E sens as the added energy E inj that gives rise to a distribution with 90% of it being above the background median:
Using Eq.(5), this reduces to
This sensitivity, as previously discussed, is proportional to the square of the detector noise equivalent power spectral densityñ 2 and to the square root of the time-frequency volume in use. Fig.(1) provides a graphical description of this sensitivity.
Excess energy statistics using multiple frequency bands
Due to the narrow band nature of the search we can approximate the detector noise as white noise; i.e. there is no significant frequency dependence of the noise power over the search band. On the other hand, stationary independent Gaussian variables do not approximate well the detector's noise in the presence of both non-stationarity and occasional broad-band instrumental transients, that are expected to degrade the search sensitivity significantly, if not mitigated.
To minimize this effect the search algorithm measures the energy difference between the band of interest and the average of neighboring bands (not related to the observed QPO). As a consequence the sensitivity is slightly lower than the theoretical sensitivity, given by Eq. (8), under ideal conditions. However, in the presence of non-stationarity and broad-band noise contamination, the use of a multi-band energy measure outperforms the single one as seen in the use of the algorithm in real LIGO data in Ref. [20] .
The use of multi-bands to measure an energy excess ∆E is defined as
where E is the energy in the band of interest, E low,up is the energy of the lower and upper sideband and E avg is the energy average of the two adjacent bands.
Assuming that each of the three energy measures, E, E low and E up , are independent and extracted from the same parent population of mean µ E and variance σ 2 E , then it can be shown that
The resulting energy spread increases by a factor of √ 1.5 thus decreasing the energy sensitivity by the same amount. Substituting σ b E = σ ∆E in Eq. (7), the multi-band energy sensitivity is
This is the expected energy sensitivity for the search algorithm presented in this work.
Description of the pipeline
In this section we describe the search pipeline, written in Matlab and running in the time domain, for the measure of excess energy exploiting multiple frequency bands. A block diagram of the analysis pipeline is shown in Fig.(2) where in this case simulated detector noise is used. The QPO observations in the electromagnetic spectrum determine the time-frequency volume of the search. To provide an estimate of the search sensitivity, an arbitrary simulated gravitational waveform can be injected to each data segment. The data stream, with and without injections, is then conditioned or bandpass filtered to select the three frequency bands of interest: the QPO band and the two adjacent frequency bands.
After the conditioning procedure is complete, the data stream is pushed through the search algorithm, which computes the power in each segment for the three frequency bands of interest and the excess power in the segment. The excess energy distribution for the background and foreground are then compared.
Data conditioning and search algorithm
The conditioning procedure consists of zero-phase filtering [22] of the data with three different band-pass Butterworth filters. The first band-pass filters the data around the QPO frequency of interest with a predefined bandwidth. This bandwidth depends on the observed QPO width and on the fact that the QPOs have been observed to evolve in frequency. For this study, the bandwidth is set to 10 Hz (which is sufficiently over the measured QPO FWHM [11] and frequency evolution). The data is also filtered to select the two adjacent frequency bands with identical bandwidths to the chosen QPO band.
The algorithm takes the difference in energy between a band centered at a frequency f qpo and the average of the two frequency bands adjacent to the QPO frequency band, also of bandwidth ∆f , typically centered at f ± = f qpo ± ∆f .
After band-pass filtering, we are left with three channels for each QPO: c qpo (t), c + (t), and c − (t). The energy for the QPO interval for each of these channels is
The energy excess, as defined in Eq. (9), is
where E avg = (E + +E − )/2 is the average of the adjacent bands. We refer to the resulting set of ∆E calculated as the background for no injections and foreground with injections. In order to numerically estimate the sensitivity of the search and validate the pipeline, we injected Sine-Gaussian (SG) waveforms. They can be parameterized as
where A is the waveform peak amplitude, f c is the waveform central frequency, Q = √ 2πτ f c is the quality factor, τ is the 1/e decay time, φ is an arbitrary phase and t 0 indicates the waveform peak time. Each waveform is added directly to the same simulated data segments before data conditioning is applied.
The strength of the injected strain (at the detector) h det (t) is defined by its rootsum-square (rss) amplitude, or (15) integrated over the interval ∆t where t 1 indicates the start of a segment in the background region. The search sensitivity to a particular waveform, h sens rss−det , is defined as the injected amplitude h rss−det such that 90% of the resulting ∆P distribution is above the background median.
Monte Carlo validation
We describe the detector noise as white Gaussian strain equivalent noise of 10 −22 strain Hz −1/2 . This floor is similar to the noise floor level of the 4km Hanford LIGO detector (H1) at the time of the hyperflare. We also assume a trial QPO model at 100 Hz and lasting for 50 s (similar to the observations in Ref. [9] ). In this case, the band center frequencies, bandwidths and signal durations are set to f qpo = 100 Hz, f − = 90 Hz, f + = 110 Hz, ∆f = 10 Hz and ∆t = 50 s.
There are effects that need to be taken into account for the comparison, one of them being being the filter shape or filter roll off. This roll off, if not aggressive enough, modifies the filter bandwidth and generates an effective bandwidth ∆f ef f . This bandwidth can be quantified using the filter transfer function and comparing it to an ideal filter shape (with infinite rool off) as shown in Fig.(3) . In particular, one defines this effective bandwidth as the power ratio of the unfiltered signal and the bandpassed one. Using Fig.(3) , which shows the filter used for our trial QPO model, we calculate ∆f ef f = 10.20 Hz
The simulation results showed a spread increase to the foreground distribution which arises from the injected waveform. This increase is quantified by taking the ratio of the foreground to the background standard deviation
Due to this increase, Eq. (10) is modified and the variance foreground increase is given
The expected sensitivity E sens , following Eq. (11), is The numerical result of the search under the same condition is shown in Fig.(4) , together with one standard deviation statistical error uncertainty is
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Astrophysical results were made with the use of the present search pipeline (see Ref. [20] ). Fig.(3) of Ref. [20] plots the search sensitivity, using LIGO background data at the time of the hyperflare event of 27 December 2004, to different waveform families. The result shown indicates an approximately constant search sensitivity over all of the waveforms considered and in excellent agreement with the numerical and analytical estimates presented in this work.
Conclusion
In this work we presented the analytical and numerical (via the use of a Monte Carlo) sensitivity of a GW search, based on an excess power type search, to the observed electromagnetic QPOs in the SGR 1806 − 20 hyperflare event of 27 December 2004.
We analytically derive the expected sensitivity and describe the sensitivity of our pipeline via Monte Carlo simulation. The agreement between the analytical and Monte . Simulated background and foreground distributions resulting from the search analysis pipeline using M = 5000 ∆t long segments. The detector noise floor is described as white Gaussian with a strain equivalent noise of 10 −22 strain Hz −1/2 , similar to the detector sensitivity at the time of the hyperflare event of 27 December 2004. For this simulation we assumed a QPO observation at 100 Hz and lasting for 50 s (similar to the observations in Ref. [11] ). Due to this, the band center frequencies, bandwidths and signal durations are set to f qpo = 100 Hz, f − = 90 Hz, f + = 110 Hz, ∆f = 10 Hz and ∆t = 50 s. The resulting (numerical) energy sensitivity, E sens = 3.66 × 10 −43 ± 3 × 10 −45 strain 2 Hz −1 is found to be consistent within ∼ 1% to the expected analytical sensitivity E sens = 3.63 × 10 −43 strain 2 Hz −1 of Eq. (19) .
Carlo numerical results, as well as the background sensitivity studies using LIGO data (and presented in Fig. (3) of Ref. [20] ), directly validates our search pipeline. We simulated the detector noise as white Gaussian with a strain equivalent noise of 10 −22 strain Hz −1/2 , similar to the H1 detector sensitivity at the time of the hyperflare event of 27 December 2004. Assuming a QPO observation at 100 Hz and lasting for 50 s (similar to the observations in Ref. [11] ), we defined the time-frequency volume with band center frequencies, bandwidths and signal durations set to f qpo = 100 Hz, f − = 90 Hz, f + = 110 Hz, ∆f = 10 Hz and ∆t = 50 s. The resulting numerical energy sensitivity, E sens = 3.66 × 10 −43 ± 3 × 10 −45 strain 2 Hz −1 is found to be consistent within ∼ 1% to the expected analytical energy sensitivity E sens = 3.63 × 10 −43 strain 2 Hz 
The algorithm presented here is based on an excess energy search, essentially an autocorrelation procedure. Multiple LIGO detectors were taking data at the recurrent flares originating from SGR 1806 − 20 and SGR 1900 + 14 during the fourth (S4) and fifth (S5) LIGO science runs. The algorithm can easily be adapted to measure a crosscorrelation power in order to exploit multiple data streams.
Multiple LIGO detectors were taking data at the recurrent flares originating from SGR 1806 − 20 and SGR 1900 + 14 during the fourth (S4) and fifth (S5) LIGO science runs. The algorithm presented here is essentially an autocorrelation procedure and can easily be adapted to measure a cross-correlation energy in order to exploit multiple data streams.
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